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There is amazing nature all around us. From the magnificent Amazon rainforest to our own precious wildlife in Bhutan, the 
natural world is an exciting and inspiring force.  But we are losing nature at an alarming rate. 

WWF’s latest flagship Living Planet Report 2020 provides clear-cut evidence of the ever-accelerating loss of nature and how it 
puts everyone’s future at risk. The population abundance of mammals, birds, reptiles, amphibians and fish have, on average, 
plummeted by 68% since 1970 — less than a lifetime. This is because people are destroying habitats and creating more waste 
than our planet can absorb. We are wiping out life on Earth and we are fast approaching the point of no return.

We are the first generation to know we are destroying the world and we could be the last that can do anything about it. It is time 
we recognised nature’s value as our life support system and fight for the action so urgently needed to protect our planet. We 
need young people all across the world to come together and make protecting nature a collective responsibility. This all starts 
with making environmentally-conscious decisions every single day in your individual lives. We have developed this book as a 
guide to help you start your life-long journey and commitment to securing a sustainable future for the planet. We hope that it 
will inspire you to take bolder actions to restore nature to its glorious best.

Together possible! 

Tashi Jamtsho 
Country Representative 
WWF Bhutan

FOREWORD



The world of nature is beautiful and serene, 
but it is more than just a pretty scene.



Your favorite food to eat, water to quench your thirst, 
and all the little things that make your heart burst

It needs to be known by every little girl and boy,
that you depend on nature for all that you love and enjoy.



You see, we all need nature in order to survive.
For our health and happiness, nature must thrive.

We are all a part of one big living system. 
Not one thing works alone, we live in co-existence.



Forests and wetlands disappearing, 

But even with all these benefits that are given to us for free,
human beings continue to treat nature so horribly.



Plastic waste and so much polluting, The earth over-heating,



All because of our ways of consuming.

But it’s not too late, 
to make up for our mistakes.

There is a special mission waiting for you, 
to make your superhero dreams come true.



You may be young and small, 
but there are ways that you can protect it all.

Here are things that you can do,
to unleash the nature protector in you.



The first way to show your nature protector powers, 
is to make sure you don’t waste any precious water.

Use less water and close the taps tight after use. 
Save water whenever you can, there is no excuse!



Next, there is an important routine to introduce, 
which is to unplug electronics when not in use.

Turn off the lights when you leave the room, 
because there should be limits to the energy that we consume.



A nature protector must then rush and make it to the scene,
where someone is about to litter trash instead of throwing it in the bin.

Tell them that littering can lead to greater harms,
like killing animals and polluting our waters.



Reduce, reuse, and recycle - are three words that a nature protector must live by.
It’s not very hard, here is how you can give it a try.

Reduce your use of plastics and paper so that trash doesn’t mount, 
or there will be fewer places for you and your friends to play and hang out.



Then reuse what you already have and recycle what might be thrown out. Don’t mix your waste, please segregate it at home.
Organic waste can be collected and made into compost.



Separate the remaining waste from each other, 
so that it can be easily sorted by the waste collectors.

Your next important mission,
is to reduce your carbon footprint.



You can plant as many native trees,
and ask your parents to change the bulbs to LEDs.

How about sharing a ride or taking public transportation? 
Fewer cars on the road can decrease air pollution.



A vegetarian diet also helps to reduce these harmful gases.
It also saves water and valuable land resources.

Have more than one of the same things?
Give some away, buy less, you don’t need everything.  
Our earth needs a break from all the manufacturing.



Finally, in order to protect nature, you must also enjoy it too.
How about you ask your family and friends to join you,

on hikes, bird-watching, and exploring the great outdoors? 
In nature there’s always fun to be had, that’s for sure!



Now you know what you can do, 
to restore nature back to new.

With these small steps you will make sure, 
that the planet stays clean, green, and pure.

You see, you don’t need a cape or special armor, 
to be a young and brave protector. 

Just some love for our home planet earth,
is all that you need to build a better world! 



The world can be made oh so wonderful 
If we act in the name of #togetherpossible!
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